The History of Hockey (Sports Throughout History)

Kids love reading about sports, but it can sometimes be a bit harder to get them excited about
history. What better way to get kids curious about the past than to combine the two? This set
of informative books will help young readers gain historical perspective and encourage them
to think about how technology and the environment have affected the ways people have lived
and played in the past. Most importantly, it will teach them about the games they know and
love.

Hockey History - Library and Archives Canada Years later, in 1994, bill C-212, making ice
hockey the official winter sport of Canada, was made law by Canadas parliament.
Lacrosse—which had been Origin Overview Birthplace of Hockey The Origins, History and
Growth of Ice Hockey including important milestones, While some praised the new sport,
others decried the violence in the game. ice hockey History, Rules, & Equipment History of
Field Hockey. Where Field Hockey Began. Field hockey is one of the oldest team sports in the
world, dating back nearly 3,000 years to the Greek The History of Underwater Hockey
Olympic history. After a first appearance at the 1908 Games in London, hockey became a firm
fixture on the Olympic programme as from the Antwerp Games in 1920. Women made their
entrance in this sport in 1980 at the Moscow Games. In its 100 years of Olympic existence,
hockey has been essentially dominated by one country Hockey Equipment and History Olympic Sport History - Historical records show that a crude form of the game was played in
Egypt 4,000 FOX SPORTS Australia new home of hockey after securing five-year FIH Sport
in Sweden - Wikipedia There is a depiction of a hockey-like game in Ancient Greece, dating
and sometimes long-distance version of hockey or rugby football First indoor game of ice
hockey - Mar 03, 1875 - Most evidence of hockey-like games during the Middle Ages is
found in legislation concerning sports and games. The Galway Statute Sport in China Wikipedia In 1967 the NHL undertook one of the greatest expansions in professional sports
history when it doubled in size to 12 teams. A new 12-team The History of Field Hockey Revolution Field Hockey Camps Underwater hockey was created by Alan Blake in Southsea,
(Portsmouth, UK) and History of Underwater Sports» Hockey» The History of Underwater
Hockey Ice hockey in Scotland - Wikipedia Ice hockey originated in Canada in the early 19th
century, based on several similar sports played in Europe, although the word “hockey” comes
from the old History of sport - Wikipedia Sport in China has been long associated to the
martial arts. Today China consists of a variety of .. Ice hockey is a minority sport but growing
in popularity. . table-tennis player Rong Guotuan won the first world title in Chinas sporting
history. Ethiopian Genna (Field Hockey) - Health and Fitness History Olympic history.
Womens ice hockey was accepted as an Olympic sport in 1992, and made its official debut in
1998 in Nagano. Unsurprisingly, Canada dominated the first tournaments. However, in 1956,
and until its dissolution, the Soviet Union took over and became the number one team. Ice
hockey - Wikipedia Genna is a field hockey sport played in Ethiopia, with which the Ethiopian
Christmas festival of genna shares its name. Players use carved wooden sticks to
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